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The new BEAMRAY RFX70 is a permanent replacement for the original BEAMRAY models. The 

standard BEAMRAY RFX70 package comes complete with the head unit, the low level controller, a 

single reflector, a user manual and a 3mm allen key. The BEAMRAY RFX70 standard package 

enables you to cover distances up to 70 metres. To cover distances over 70 metres just add one of 

our range kits to extend the coverage up to 160 metres. 

 

Main Features of the BEAMRAY RFX70: 
- Distance covered 70 metres which can be extended to 160 metres 
- Market leader, outperforms all other beams with new enhanced optics & latest advanced 

components 
- Vds Approved  
- Fully Compliant to EN54-12:2015 
- Incorporates linear stepper motors to ensure fast commissioning and routine maintenance 
- Class-leading speed performance: Auto-align time of 3 minutes and 02 seconds recorded at 

40 metres. Once aligned, a routine re-alignment was timed at just 1 minute and 07 seconds 
- Multi language display in 7 languages: English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, and 

Czech 
- On/Off Auto-Align facility: auto-alignment can be turned off in normal service should, for 

example, the environment be liable to occasional contamination 
- Auto-Align Time Delay: useful in environments that are liable to occasional short-term 

obscuration 
- Beam Phasing: this phasing makes it possible to mount beams facing each other with 

reflectors in-between 
- Adjustable Hysteresis: adjustable between 1% and 40%, will adjust the delay in returning from 

a fire state back to a normal state 
- Distance Kit (70KIT140): plate of 3 extra reflectors to extend coverage from 70 to 140 metres 
- Distance Kit (140KIT160): plate of 8 extra reflectors to extend coverage from 140 to 160 mts 

- Unitrust adaptor plate: for easy mounting of the Fire Beam Head Unit to Unistrut fabrication    

Description Model 

BEAMRAY RFX70 motorised reflective beam detector with Auto-alignment, Building 
Movement Tracking. Operating range up to 70m.  

RFX70 

BEAMRAY Long Range Kit, increase the operating range from 70m to 140m. LR140 

BEAMRAY Extra Long Range Kit, increase the operating range 70m to 160m. LR160 
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